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Dear readers,

Peter R. Manolopoulos

Executive Board Member
of the Schunk Group (COO)

Dr. Arno Roth

Chief Executive O�  cer
of the Schunk Group (CEO)

DEEPLY ROOTED IN THE COMPANY

The world is changing at a rapid pace. For us at Schunk, this is both 
a challenge and a mission: as a technology group, we accept our 
responsibility and make our contribution to ensure that the world 
changes for the better. 

That is why we support the sustainable development goals of the 
United Nations. For us, this is a logical consequence of our corporate 
culture. After all, sustainability has always been anchored in the Schunk 
Group: for the company‘s founder, Ludwig Schunk, it was one of the most 
important entrepreneurial principles. He bequeathed the company to his 
employees and committed the company‘s management to a long-term 
orientation. 

This long-term perspective still determines our corporate policy 
today. Whether environmental, social or corporate governance issues:
we always strive to sustainably develop things for the better. 
This is our way of standing up for people and nature.

Sustainability is also important to our customers. We want to help them 
achieve their own sustainability goals through innovative products and 
sustainable production processes. In this way, sustainability also means 
increased competitiveness for us. Together with our customers, we want 
to make a decisive technological contribution to a sustainable industry.

Find out more about the goals we are pursuing in this regard and how 
we are already committed to achieving them day by day.

Dr. Ulrich von Hülsen

Executive Board Member
of the Schunk Group (COO)
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„Sustainability is a tradition at Schunk. 
 We consistently pursue it in the areas of 
environment, social a� airs and corporate governance.“

Dr. Arno Roth
Chief Executive O�  cer of the Schunk Group (CEO)

@Schunk



We comply with all applicable laws and fulfi ll our corporate obligations. 

In doing so, we are certifi ed in accordance with numerous standards, 

including:

¬  DIN EN ISO 14001:2015  |  Environmental Management System

¬  DIN EN ISO 50001  |  Energy Management System

¬  DIN EN ISO 9001:2015  |  Quality Management System

¬  IATF 16949  |  Quality Management System
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THREE PILLARS, ONE GOAL: SUSTAINABILITY 

The Schunk Group is committed to 

the Sustainable Development Goals of 

the United Nations and to their active 

realization.

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT AND SAVING RESOURCES

Our business activities should have as little negative impact as possible on people, animals or nature. We are 
aware that, as an internationally successful technology group, we operate in a fi eld positioned between two 
confl icting interests because the manufacture of industrial products consumes energy. We therefore use 
natural resources responsibly and are proactively committed to protecting the environment.

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT WITH VISION

Our worldwide entrepreneurial activities are consistently guided by the principles of our founder Ludwig Schunk: 
it is our goal to achieve long-term stability through reliability and profi table growth. In addition, through our 
customer orientation, commitment and technical expertise, we cultivate long-lasting, successful partnerships.

Detailed information on our sustainability 

strategy can be found in the German 

Sustainability Code (DNK) at

www.deutscher-nachhaltigkeitskodex.de/en-gb
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FOCUS ON PEOPLE

We are aware of our responsibility to our employees – their well-being and health are very important to us. 
We promote their personal and professional development, among other things through in-company training 
and continuing education. As a reliable and responsible employer, we promote an open, respectful corporate 
culture across all hierarchical levels.



 Innovations for a better future
As a leading technology group, we use a very special tool to address 
the ecological challenges of our time: our innovation. It has been a 
hallmark of our company since its founding and continues to generate 
new solutions geared to environmental sustainability. 

One of our central topics has always been the safe transmission of 
electricity. We bring this expertise to bear in e-mobility, for example: 
our pioneering Schunk Smart Charging system enables reliable and fast 
charging of the batteries of electric buses. This enables the large-scale 
use of climate-friendly electric buses – hundreds of them in the world‘s 
metropolises.

We are also pioneers, for example, in the development of climate-friendly 
refrigerants  – these set new standards and have been recognized 
with the German Prize for Innovation as well as the German Innovation 
Award. Our own Schunk Innovation Award, which has been presented 
in-house since 2014, is a further incentive for our developers to 
deliver top innovative performance. 
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 Sweeping in front of our own door
We want to contribute to ecological sustainability and that not only 
with our innovative products – we also start in house at our own 
company. One important lever here is our energy consumption and the 
associated CO2 emissions. To reduce both, we always keep our buildings 
at the cutting edge of technology. From heat-insulating windows to 
the combination of photovoltaics and battery storage: at all our sites 
around the world, we fi nd the optimal solutions to signifi cantly reduce 
our energy consumption and thus our CO2 emissions. Our goal is to have 
greenhouse gas-neutral production.

Resource conservation is also a high priority at Schunk. True to the 
motto: the best waste is that which is not produced in the fi rst place. 
That is why waste avoidance begins with us as early as in the product 
development stage. Waste that does occur is separated by type and 
returned to the material cycle in the best possible way. We reuse 
packaging material from delivered goods and comply with our obligation 
to take back and recondition old equipment or recycle its individual 
parts.

 Sustainability right from the start
Responsible use of resources determines our actions right from the 
start of the value chain. As early as in the development stage of new 
solutions, we focus on the e�  cient use of resources in order to achieve 
the same or better results with less material and energy input. One 
example of this is the use of our expertise in the design of lightweight 
products. These are also representative of the fact that ecologically 
sustainable thinking and action does not have to be at the expense of 
entrepreneurial success. Quite the contrary. New products, processes 
or business models ensure a constant renewal of our portfolio, which 
keeps us attractive to our customers.

 Environmental Alliance Hesse
Ecological sustainability is important to us at all 
our global locations – our home state of Hesse is 
particularly close to our hearts. Through our 
membership in the Environmental Alliance Hesse, 
we support the framework conditions for environmentally 
compatible economic development and promote and safeguard the 
high environmental standards in Hesse. Key topics of the Environmental 
Alliance Hessen are, for example, biodiversity, energy e�  ciency, 
energy transition, integrated climate protection plan 2025, recycling 
management, and low-pollution mobility.

MAKING A CONTRIBUTION – 
Protecting the environment and saving resources 

Ecological responsibility

The world‘s resources are fi nite and the climate crisis is one of the 
greatest challenges of our time. Sustainable ecological action has never 
been more important in order to protect people and nature and to ensure 
the well-being of future generations. We are aware of our responsibility 
and meet it with the strength of our innovation and the initiation of 
far-reaching measures.
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 Social responsibility is part of our DNA
Preserving jobs has a higher priority than maximizing profi ts – as a 
foundation-managed company, we have lived by this corporate 
philosophy since our founding in 1913. Social commitment and the 
advancement of our employees were ingrained in us and have always 
been an important part of our corporate strategy throughout the more 
than one hundred years of our company‘s history. We treat each other 
with respect and in a spirit of partnership and are always open to ideas 
and suggestions for improvement. The fact that our measures are 
paying o�  is refl ected in our good working atmosphere, the high 
motivation of our employees and a gratifyingly low sta�  turnover.

 Diversity makes us strong
We are a globally active company and greatly value the diversity of our 
employees. We welcome diverse perspectives, personal attitudes and 
cultural backgrounds – we give all these aspects and the people 
associated with them room to develop in our company. Age, gender, 
sexual orientation, origin or religion play no role in this. We also 
seamlessly integrate people with disabilities into our company. 
We stand for equal opportunities and protect our employees against 
any form of discrimination.

 From education to retirement provision
At Schunk, we see the commitment to our employees as a holistic 
task – with many facets and this throughout the entire professional 
life. It begins with training - here, we work closely with schools and 
universities and are a committed apprenticing company that responsibly 
promotes its own junior sta� . We fund scholarships and awards at the 
Technical University of Central Hesse and Justus Liebig University in 
Giessen and endow the renowned Röntgen Prize. With the Schunk 
Corporate Advanced Management Program (CAMP) and the Schunk 
Global Graduate Program, we o� er international programs to promote 
young talents.

Learning is also part of everyday life at our company in the further course 
of a professional career. For this purpose, we o� er our employees online 
training platforms, external seminars, webinars and in-house training, 
for example. Personal responsibility and work-life balance are just as 
important to us – fl at hierarchies with short coordination paths, fl exible 
working time models and mobile working are important building blocks 
for this. Last but not least, our profi t-sharing and performance bonuses 
as well as additional o� ers in the area of retirement benefi ts promote 
the commitment and well-being of each individual team member.
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FOCUS ON PEOPLE –
For the benefi t of our employees

Social responsibility

Our employees are our most valuable asset. Day after day, they 
contribute their expertise, motivation and personality – which makes 
them the basis of our success. For us as a company, it is therefore 
self-evident to pay attention to the well-being of our employees, 
to promote their health and to support them in their development.
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Healthy employees for a thriving company
We want our employees to be healthy and stay healthy. Through our 
company health management program, we therefore o� er them many 
opportunities: from back training to smoking cessation courses as well 
as psychosocial support in crisis situations to diverse sports activities 
such as running, cycling and badminton groups or gym membership at 
particularly favorable rates. Last but not least, our “Schunk läuft!“ 
(Schunk runs!) initiative helps our employees enjoy sports and thus keep fi t.

Protecting and maintaining health naturally also plays an important 
role at the workplace. Here, we have implemented numerous measures to 
ensure occupational safety and health. For example, safety instructions, 
plant inspections and workplace risk assessments are carried out on a 
regular basis. Regular inspections are also carried out as part of fi re 
prevention measures. A safety specialist is responsible for general 
compliance with safety regulations.



Committed to our founder
”... makes it his duty to keep the management of the company in 
such a way that the healthy further development and the observance 
of its independence are paramount.“ With these words, our company 
founder Ludwig Schunk laid down the guiding principle for our 
economically sustainable business activities at an early stage.
Ludwig Schunk transferred the company to the Ludwig Schunk-
Stiftung e.V. and made securing the future of the company the 
focus of his and our daily work. For this reason, we still keep the 
long-term consequences of our actions in mind when making all 
important decisions.
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  Reliable and e�  cient processes
We regularly put the processes in our company to the test and 
optimize them in terms of reliability and e�  ciency. Because only 
with highly e�  cient processes can we deliver the top performance 
that our customers expect from us.

Grow profi tably and remain fi nancially 
 independent
Economically sustainable success – what does that actually mean? 
Many things may have changed since our founding, but at Schunk we 
have always understood sustainable success to mean profi table growth, 
i.e. growth in sales and profi ts. This is the best way to maintain our 
fi nancial solidity and independence. Our equity ratio of over 67 percent, 
for example, proves that we are successful on this path and operate 
very solidly.

Successful in partnership
Success is almost always based on good teamwork. We also do not 
see ourselves as lone wolves, but recognize the achievements of our 
companions and value their contributions. As a company with a long 
tradition, we have always relied on good, long-term relationships with 
our customers and suppliers. We see them as partners with whom we 
are following the path to success together. In this way, too, we make 
a signifi cant contribution to a sustainable future.

  Certifi ed quality
Customers worldwide have the highest expectations 
of our products. That is why it is important to us to 
meet or exceed the requirements in terms of usability, 
precision and durability. To this end, we work with a 
quality management system in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001, 
which helps us to continuously improve our development and 
production processes.

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT WITH VISION –
Financially independent, successful in partnership

Responsible governance

Successful long-term management – as a foundation-owned company, 
we have committed ourselves to this. This basic principle guides us day 
after day, in all our entrepreneurial decisions. Fast transactions at all 
costs is not in our nature. Rather, the basis of our sustainable success is 
long-term partnerships and our own solidity.
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  Our Code of Conduct
At Schunk, we take pride in being an international technology company
that operates with a strong sense of responsibility, integrity and 
compliance. This is what we promise to our customers, employees and 
partners. To ensure this, we have developed a Code of Conduct that 
sets clear guidelines and ethical standards for all employees worldwide. 
This code forms the foundation for a healthy corporate culture and is 
key to our long-term success.
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